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Abstract
In this article, all graphs on n = 6, 7, . . . , 14 vertices which can be realized as the zero-divisor graphs of a commutative rings
with 1, and the list of all rings (up to isomorphism) which produce these graphs, are given. An algorithm is presented to ﬁnd (up to
isomorphism) all commutative, reduced rings with 1 which give rise to a zero-divisor graph on n vertices for any n1. Also, the
zero-divisor graph of a ﬁnite commutative ring is used to ﬁnd bounds on the size of that ring.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a commutative ring Rwith multiplicative identity 1, the zero-divisor graph of R is the graph where the vertices
are the nonzero zero-divisors of R, and where there is an undirected edge between two distinct vertices x and y if and
only if xy = 0. The zero-divisor graph of R is denoted by (R). This deﬁnition of (R) ﬁrst appeared in [2], where
many of the most basic features of (R) are investigated. The original deﬁnition, appearing in [4] and further studied in
[3], took all elements of the ring as vertices of the graph. Zero-divisor graphs of commutative rings and other algebraic
objects have been studied in several articles, such as [1,5,11–13].
For R a commutative ring with 1 (1 = 0), the graphs on n= 1, 2, 3, or 4 vertices which can be realized as (R) and
a complete list of rings (up to isomorphism) producing these graphs have appeared in (for example) [1]. This list was
extended to n = 5 vertices in [12]. This article extends this list to n14 for any commutative ring with 1, and gives
an algorithm to create the list of reduced commutative rings whose zero-divisor graph has n vertices for any positive
integer n. Furthermore, the zero-divisor graph of a ring R is used to establish a bound on the cardinality of R.
All rings in this article will be commutative with 1 (and with 1 = 0). For any sets X and Y, let |X| denote the
cardinality of X andX∗ denote the set of nonzero elements of X. Given x in a ring R, let ann(x) denote the annihilator of
x; that is, ann(x)= {y ∈ R|xy = 0}. The set of all zero-divisors of R is denoted Z(R). An element x is called nilpotent
if xm = 0 for some positive integer m. A ring R is called reduced if it has no nonzero nilpotent elements. The ﬁnite
ﬁeld with q elements will be denoted by Fq . A ring is called local if it has a unique maximal ideal. A commutative ring
R is called Noetherian if for every ascending chain of ideals I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ I3 . . . , there is a positive integer m such that
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Im = Im+k for each positive integer k. An Artinian commutative ring is a ring where for every descending chain of
ideals J1 ⊇ J2 ⊇ J3 . . . , there is an integer s such that Js = Js+k for each positive integer k. Trivially, any ﬁnite ring
is both Artinian and Noetherian.
2. Reduced case
Let R be a commutative Artinian ring with 1. Then either R is local or RR1 × · · · × Rn × F1 × · · · × Fm, where
eachRi is a commutativeArtinian local ring with identity that is not a ﬁeld, where each Fi is a ﬁeld, and where m and n
are nonnegative integers such that n+m2. The proof of this fact is essentially a corollary to the Chinese Remainder
Theorem and can be found in many graduate abstract algebra texts. Let us call this isomorphic image of R the Artinian
decomposition of R (we allow n = 0 if m2, or m = 0 if n1). Thus, since we need not consider the case where R is
a ﬁeld, we have three cases to consider: the reduced case (where n = 0 and m2 in the Artinian decomposition), the
local case (where n = 1 and m = 0 in the Artinian decomposition), and the “mixed” cases (not local and not reduced;
that is, either n1 and m1, or n2 and m = 0 in the Artinian decomposition).
In the reduced case, one must count the number of zero-divisors in a ring of the form F1 × · · · × Fm. The following
result helps determine how many ﬁelds are in this product.
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a ﬁnite commutative reduced ring with 1.
(A) If k is the smallest positive integer such that |R|< 2k , then R is a product of k − 1 or fewer ﬁelds. (B) Suppose
R has n nonzero zero-divisors. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that n< 2k − 2. Then R is a product of k − 1
or fewer ﬁelds.
Proof. The smallest ring that is a product of k ﬁelds is S = ∏ki=1Z2, which has 2k elements and 2k − 2 nonzero
zero-divisors. 
Instead of counting zero-divisors, one gets a more accurate value for k if the maximal ideals of R are known.
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a reduced commutative Artinian ring with 1. If R has k maximal ideals, then R is the direct
product of k ﬁelds.
Proof. The result is clear if k = 1. It is also evident that R must be a direct product of some number of ﬁelds, say
R =∏rj=1Fj . Since all maximal ideals of R are of the form Ms =
∏r
j=1Ij , where Is = {0} for a single index 1sr
with all other Ij = Fj , it follows that k = r . 
An element (x1, . . . , xk) is a (nonzero) zero-divisor if and only if some (but not all) xj = 0. Thus, the number of
nonzero zero-divisors of F1 × · · · × Fk is




|F ∗i | +
∑
i<j
|F ∗i ||F ∗j | +
∑
i<j<r
|F ∗i ||F ∗j ||F ∗r | + · · · +
∑
i1<i2<···<ik−1
|F ∗i1 ||F ∗i2 | · · · |F ∗ik−1 |.
(Here, the ﬁrst sum counts all elements with 1 nonzero coordinate, the second sum counts all elements with 2 nonzero
coordinates, …, the last sum counts all elements with k − 1 nonzero coordinates. See the Appendix for a note on this
and all other formulas.)
Now, a method for determining all zero-divisor graphs on n vertices arising from a commutative reduced ring with
1 can be given. First, Proposition 2.1 is used to determine a value k. Then, one checks to see if there is a solution to
Sj (x1, x2, . . . , xj ) = n for j = 2, 3, . . . , k − 1. Such a solution is relevant to our goal if and only if each xi is one
less than the cardinality of a ﬁnite ﬁeld. In other words, only the solutions where each xi = psii − 1 for some prime pi
and integer si1 need be considered. A short algorithm using Mathematica was used to produce these results for this
paper. (See the Appendix for the actual algorithm.)
To illustrate, let us determine (up to isomorphism) all commutative reduced rings R with 1 that have a zero-
divisor graph with n= 9 vertices. Since k = 4 is the smallest integer such that 2k − 2>n, R must be the product of 3 or
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fewer ﬁelds. S2(x1, x2)=9 has solutions (1,8), (2,7), (3,6), (4,5). (The case of a product of two ﬁelds was easily checked
by hand for all values in this article.) However, (4,5) is not a valid solution for the purposes of our list since 5 = pt − 1
for any prime p and positive integer t. Hence, if R is a product of 2 ﬁelds, then R is isomorphic to Z2 × F9, Z3 × F8,
or F4 × Z7. The corresponding zero-divisor graphs are isomorphic to K1,8,K2,7, and K3,6, respectively. The only
solution of S3(x1, x2, x3)= 9 (up to permutation of the values x1, x2, x3) is (1, 1, 2). Thus, if R is a product of 3 ﬁelds,
then R is isomorphic to Z2 × Z2 × Z3. It is now straightforward to produce the corresponding zero-divisor graph (see
Fig. 10 in Section 5).
Note that the above algorithm is applicable to any positive integer n. Thus, the complete list (up to isomorphism) of
commutative reduced rings R with identity such that (R) has n vertices could be extended well beyond what is done
in this article.
3. Local case
Throughout this section, (R,M) will be a ﬁnite commutative local ring with 1 and with maximal ideal M = {0}
(that is, R is not a ﬁeld). Since every element of R is either a unit or a zero-divisor, Z(R) = M (so, in particular, Z(R)
is an ideal). Note also that in this case, |R| = pn for some prime p and integer n2.
In [7], it was shown that any commutative ring S with n nonzero zero-divisors has (n + 1)2 or fewer elements. It
was proved in [9] that if |Z(R)| = m and |R| = m2, then m = pr for some integer r1 and some prime p. These
rings were categorized in [6] by the use of two constructions. When the ring R is commutative with 1, then there are
only two such rings (up to isomorphism) for m=pr : Fpr [X]/(X2) and Zp2 [X]/(f (X)), where f (X) is an irreducible
polynomial of degree r over Zp. The rings from the second construction in [6] are shown by Raghavendran [10] to all
be isomorphic to the ring Zp2 [X]/(f (X)) given above, which is called the Galois Ring of order p2r and characteristic
p2, denoted GR(p2r , p2). Further, Raghavendran proves in [10, Theorem 2] that if (R,M) is a ﬁnite local ring with
1, then |R| = pnr , |Z(R)| = |M| = p(n−1)r , and Mn = {0} for some prime p and positive integers n and r.
Now, four cases for local rings with 1 are investigated. In each case, n is the number of vertices of (R). The
zero-divisor graphs of all rings in the following cases can be found in Section 5.
If n = p − 1 for some prime p, then |M| = p and |R| = p2. By [6], the only rings that apply are Fp2 [X]/(X2) and
GR(p2r , p2).
If n= 7, then |M| = |Z(R)| = 8= 23. Since |R| =pt , |R| = 16, 32, or 64. However, since 32= 25, [10, Theorem 2]
implies that if R is a local commutative ring with 1 of order 32, then either R is a ﬁeld or the unique maximal ideal of
R has 16 elements. Hence, rings of order 32 do not play a role for n= 7. As in [6], the only rings of order 64 that apply
are F8[X]/(X2) and GR(24, 22)Z4[X]/(X3 + X + 1). Hence, it only remains to examine the rings of order 16.
In [5], a table with the numbers of commutative rings with 1 that have 16–31 elements is given, with these rings
arranged by their additive group structure. There is one ring with additive group Z16, three rings with additive group
Z2 × Z8, six rings with additive group (Z4)2, 11 rings with additive group Z2 × Z2 × Z4, and 16 rings with additive
group (Z2)4. Since clearly no two rings with differing additive groups can be isomorphic, each group is examined
one at a time to determine which rings are needed to complete our list. Clearly, the ring with additive group Z16 is the
ring Z16.
One ring with additive group Z2 ×Z8, namely the ring Z2 ×Z8, is not local and appears elsewhere in the list (n=11
vertices). Thus, one only needs to ﬁnd two other nonisomorphic rings with additive group Z2 × Z8. The rings listed
in our table are Z8[X]/(2X,X2) and Z8[X]/(2X,X2 + 4), and these are seen not to be isomorphic since they have
different zero-divisor graphs.
Two rings with additive group (Z4)2 are not local or appear elsewhere in the list ((Z4)2 in the list for n = 11 and
Z4[X]/(X2 +X+1) in the list for n=3). One needs to ﬁnd four other nonisomorphic rings with additive group (Z4)2.
The rings listed in our table are Z4[X]/(X2), Z4[X]/(X2 + 2), Z4[X]/(X2 + 3X), and Z4[X]/(X2 + 2X). Note that
Z4[X]/(X2 + 2) and Z4[X]/(X2 + 3X) are not isomorphic because each zero-divisor of Z4[X]/(X2 + 2) is nilpotent
while Z4[X]/(X2 + 3X) has nonnilpotent zero-divisors. Again, the zero-divisor graph of each ring is an easy way to
verify the other rings are not isomorphic.
Five rings with additive group Z2 × Z2 × Z4 are not local or appear elsewhere in the list (Z4 × F4 for n = 9,
Z2 × Z4[X]/(2X,X2 − 2), Z2 × Z4[X]/(2, X)2, and Z4 × Z2[X]/(X2) for n = 11, and Z2 × Z2 × Z4 for n = 13).
The six remaining rings in the list are: Z4[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2 − XY,XY − 2, 2X, 2Y ), Z4[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2, XY , 2X, 2Y ),
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Z4[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2, XY − 2, 2X, 2Y ), Z4[X]/(X3, 2X2, 2X), Z4[X]/(X3 − 2, 2X2, 2X), Z4[X]/(X3 −X2 − 2, 2X2,
2X). Since all these rings have different zero-divisor graphs, no two can be isomorphic.
Eleven rings with additive group (Z2)4 are not local or appear elsewhere in the list. F16 need not be considered here,
and the 10 others appear elsewhere in the list (F4[X]/(X2) for n=3, F4×F4 for n=6,Z2×F8 for n=8,Z2[X]/(X2)×F4
for n = 9, Z2 × Z2[X]/(X3), Z2 × Z2[X, Y ]/(X, Y )2, and Z2[X]/(X2) × Z2[X]/(X2) for n = 11, Z2 × Z2 × F4
for n = 12, Z2 × Z2 × Z2[X]/(X2) for n = 13, Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2 for n = 14). The ﬁve remaining rings listed are
Z2[X]/(X4), Z2[X, Y,Z]/(X, Y,Z)2, Z2[X, Y ]/(X3, XY , Y 2), Z2[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2 − XY), and Z2[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2).
Since all these rings have different zero-divisor graphs, no two can be isomorphic.
It is of interest to note how the zero-divisor graph of a ring can be used to help determine which rings in a list are
nonisomorphic. Thus, the above list is a complete list (up to isomorphism) of all 37 commutative rings with 1 that have
16 elements.
If n= 8, then |M| = |Z(R)| = 9= 32. Since |R| =pt , |R| = 27 or 81. As in [6], the only rings of order 81 that apply
are F9[X]/(X2) and GR(34, 32)Z9[X]/(X2 + 1). Hence, it only remains to examine the rings of order 27.
Again using [5], there are 11 commutative rings with 1 that have 27 elements: one with additive group Z27, four with
additive group Z3 × Z9, and six with additive group (Z3)3. As above, we can organize these rings by their additive
groups in order to determine a complete list (up to isomorphism) of commutative rings with 1 that have 27 elements.
Clearly, the ring with additive group Z27 is the ring Z27.
One ring with additive group Z3 × Z9 is not local and appears elsewhere in the list (Z3 × Z9 for n = 14). The three
remaining rings listed are Z9[X]/(X2 − 3, 3X), Z9[X]/(X2 − 6, 3X), and Z9[X]/(X2, 3X). It is a routine exercise to
show the ﬁrst two rings are not isomorphic. Since the third ring has a different zero-divisor graph from the ﬁrst two,
these three rings are nonisomorphic.
Two rings with additive group (Z3)3 are not local or appear elsewhere in our list (Z3 × F9 and Z3 × Z3[X]/(X2)
for n = 14). F27 need not be considered here. (Z3)3 is also not local, but falls outside of the scope of this article as the
corresponding graph would have 18 vertices. The two remaining rings are Z3[X]/(X3) and Z3[X, Y ]/(X, Y )2, which
are not isomorphic as they have different zero-divisor graphs.
If n=15, then |M|= |Z(R)|=16=24. Since |R|=pt , |R|=32, 64, 128, or 256.Again by [10, Theorem 2], a local
commutative ring with 1 of order 128 is either a ﬁeld or has a unique maximal ideal with 64 elements. Further, all local
commutative rings with 1 of order 32, except F32, will produce a zero-divisor graph with 15 vertices. Applying the
results of [6], the only rings of order 256 that apply are F16[X]/(X2) and GR(28, 22)Z4[X]/(X4 + X + 1). Hence,
the only remaining cases to examine are the rings of order 32 and 64, which will not be attempted in this article.
4. Mixed cases
The remaining cases, those rings which are not local and not reduced, are considered in this section. For the scope of
this article, there are only three cases to consider. In the following,Fi denotes a ﬁnite ﬁeld andRi denotes a commutative
local ring with 1 that is not a ﬁeld:
Case A: RR1 × F1, |Z(R)∗| = |R∗1 | + |F ∗1 | + |Z(R1)∗||F ∗1 |.
Case B: RR1 × R2, |Z(R)∗| = |R∗1 | + |R∗2 | + |Z(R1)∗||R∗2 | + |Z(R2)∗||R∗1 | − |Z(R1)∗||Z(R2)∗|.
Case C: RR1 ×F1 ×F2, |Z(R)∗| = |R∗1 | + |F ∗1 | + |F ∗2 | + |F ∗1 ||F ∗2 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗1 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗2 | + |Z(R1)∗||F ∗1 ||F ∗2 |.
A functionwas created for each case, SA(x, y, z), SB(x, y, z, w), and SC(x, y, z, w), where each variable represented
|R∗i |, |Z(Ri)∗|, or |F ∗i |. To determine if there was a zero-divisor graph on n vertices arising from a ring whose
structure matched any of these cases, a short routine in Mathematica was written to ﬁnd all positive integer solutions to
n=SA(x, y, z), SB(x, y, z, w), and SC(x, y, z, w) (see theAppendix). From this list, only those solutions whose values
for x, y, z, and w made sense with respect to their assigned structures were chosen. Then, it was a straightforward
matter to construct the zero-divisor graphs.
To illustrate, let us consider zero-divisor graphs having n = 9 vertices. The Mathematica routine was used to ﬁnd
all solutions to 9 = SA(x, y, z) with the assignments x = |F ∗|, y = |R∗1 |, z = |Z(R1)∗|. The complete list of solutions
was: (1, 1, 5), (1, 2, 4), (1, 3, 3), (1, 4, 2), (1, 5, 1), (2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 1). However, the only solution that made
sense with respect to the variable assignments given above was (2, 3, 1). Hence, if R is a nonlocal and nonreduced
commutative ring with 1 such that (R) has 9 vertices and RR1 × F , then |F ∗| = 3, |R∗1 | = 3, |Z(R1)∗| = 1. That
is, RZ4 × Z3 or RZ2[X]/(X2) × Z3. A similar procedure was used for cases B and C.
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To illustrate that these are the only cases that need be considered for this article, the next cases (in terms of the size
of the ring) are given below, along with the count of the nonzero zero-divisors of that structure and an example of the
smallest commutative ring with 1 having such a structure.
RR1 × R2 × F , |Z(R)∗| = |R∗1 | + |R∗2 | + |F ∗| + |R∗1 ||R∗2 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗| + |R∗2 ||F ∗| + |Z(R1)∗||R∗2 ||F ∗| +|R∗1 ||Z(R2)∗||F ∗| − |Z(R1)∗||Z(R2)∗||F |. Smallest case: n = 27 vertices (e.g., Z4 × Z4 × Z2).
RR1 ×F1 ×F2 ×F3, |Z(R)∗| = (|R∗1 | + |F ∗1 | + |F ∗2 | + |F ∗3 |)+ (|R∗1 ||F ∗1 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗2 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗3 | + |F ∗1 ||F ∗2 | +|F ∗1 ||F ∗3 | + |F ∗2 ||F ∗3 |) + (|R∗1 ||F ∗1 ||F ∗2 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗1 ||F ∗3 | + |R∗1 ||F ∗2 ||F ∗3 | + |F ∗1 ||F ∗2 ||F ∗3 |) + |Z(R1)∗||F ∗1 ||F ∗2 ||F ∗3 |.
Smallest case: n = 29 vertices (e.g., Z4 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2).
RR1 × R2 × R3, |Z(R)∗| = |R∗1 | + |R∗2 | + |R∗3 | + |R∗1 ||R∗2 | + |R∗1 ||R∗3 | + |R∗2 ||R∗3 | + |Z(R1)∗||R∗2 ||R∗3 | +|R∗1 ||Z(R2)∗||R∗3 |+|R∗1 ||R∗2 ||Z(R3)∗|−(|Z(R1)∗||Z(R2)∗||R∗3 |+|Z(R1)∗||R∗2 ||Z(R3)∗|+|R∗1 ||Z(R2)∗||Z(R3)∗|)+|Z(R1)∗||Z(R2)∗||Z(R3)∗|. Smallest case: n = 55 vertices (e.g., Z4 × Z4 × Z4).
Also, note that these formulas, and any similar formulas for larger rings, are somewhat inductive. That is, one needs
to know the structure of all smaller local rings in order to construct the mixed case rings of larger size.
5. The list
The tables for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 can be found in [1] (for example). The results for n = 5 can be found in [12]. The
tables for n= 6–14 were generated using the techniques outlined in this article. These same techniques can be applied
to the cases for n = 1–5 (Figs. 1–21).
Fig. 1. The graph for Z2 × Z4 and Z2 × Z2[X]/(X2).
Fig. 2. The graph for Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
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Fig. 3. The graph for Z3 × Z4 and Z3 × Z2[X]/(X2).
Fig. 4. The graph for Z16, Z2[X]/(X4), Z4[X]/(X2 + 2), Z4[X]/(X2 + 3X), and Z4[X]/(X3 − 2, 2X2, 2X).
Fig. 5. The graph for Z2[X, Y ]/(X3, XY , Y 2), Z8[X]/(2X,X2), and Z4[X]/(X3, 2X2, 2X).
Fig. 6. The graph for Z4[X]/(X2 + 2X), Z8[X]/(2X,X2 + 4), Z2[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2 − XY), and Z4[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2 − XY,XY − 2, 2X, 2Y ).
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Fig. 7. The graph for Z4[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2, XY − 2, 2X, 2Y ), Z2[X, Y ]/(X2, Y 2), and Z4[X]/(X2).
Fig. 8. The graph for Z4[X]/(X3 − X2 − 2, 2X2, 2X).
Fig. 9. The graph for Z27, Z9[X]/(3X,X2 − 3), Z9[X]/(3X,X2 − 6), and Z3[X]/(X3).
Fig. 10. The graph for Z2 × Z2 × Z3.
Fig. 11. The graph for Z4 × F4 and Z2[X]/(X2) × F4.
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Fig. 12. The graph for Z2 × Z9 and Z2 × Z3[X]/(X2).
Fig. 13. The graph for Z5 × Z4 and Z5 × Z2[X]/(X2).
Fig. 14. The graph for Z2 × Z8, Z2 × Z2[X]/(X3), and Z2 × Z4[X]/(2X,X2 − 2).
Fig. 15. The graph for Z2 × Z2[X, Y ]/(X, Y )2 and Z2 × Z4[X]/(2, X)2.
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Fig. 16. The graph for Z4 × Z4, Z4 × Z2[X]/(X2), and Z2[X]/(X2) × Z2[X]/(X2).
Fig. 17. The graph for Z2 × Z2 × F4.
Fig. 18. The graph for Z2 × Z3 × Z3.
Fig. 19. The graph for Z2 × Z2 × Z4 and Z2 × Z2 × Z2[X]/(X2).
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Fig. 20. The graph for Z2 × Z2 × Z2 × Z2.
Fig. 21. The graph for Z3 × Z9 and Z3 × Z3[X]/(X2).
6. Additional bounds from zero-divisor graphs
In [15, Section 3], it was shown that if R is a ring, commutative or noncommutative, with at least one nonzero
zero-divisor and if |ann(x)|<∞ for all nonzero x ∈ R, then R is ﬁnite. Further, if |ann(x)| is bounded for all nonzero
x ∈ R, then bounds on |R| can be established. These results generalize the previously mentioned results in [4] for
commutative Noetherian rings with 1.
The goal here is to improve the bounds in [15]. In [14, Theorem 2.3], it is shown that if R is a commutative Noetherian
ring with 1 (that is not an integral domain), then the radius of (R) is at most 2. In other words, there is some vertex x
of (R) (i.e. some nonzero x ∈ R) such that the distance from x to any other vertex of (R) is at most two (i.e. for all
y ∈ Z(R), either xy = 0 or ann(x) ∩ ann(y) = {0}).
Theorem 6.1. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 1 that is not an integral domain. Suppose that for all
nonzero x ∈ R, |ann(x)|k for some positive integer k. Then |R|(k2 − 2k + 2)2.
Proof. As seen in [15], R must be ﬁnite. Let y be a vertex of (R) of minimum eccentricity; that is, the distance
from y to any other vertex of (R) is minimized. By [14, Theorem 2.3], this minimum distance is at most two. Since
|ann(y)|k, we can enumerate the vertices adjacent to y as x1, x2, . . . , xr for some integer rk − 1. For each xi , let
zi,1, zi,2, . . . , zi,ni be the vertices other than y that are adjacent to xi (if any such vertices exist). Note that |ann(xi)|k
implies nik − 2. Thus, all the vertices that are distance two or less from y have been labeled. However, this must be
the entire list of vertices of (R) by the choice of y. Hence, |Z(R)|(k − 1)(k − 2) + (k − 1) + 1 + 1 (counting,
respectively, the elements distance 2 from y, distance 1 from y, y, and 0).
However, there may be repetitions in this list of enumerated vertices. For example, if 1 i < jr , then the distance
from zi,1 to zj,1 must be less than or equal to three by [2, Theorem 2.3]. The only obvious path laid out in this proof
is zi,1 − xi − y − xj − zj,1, and hence cannot be the only path from zi,1 to zj,1. This leaves four options: (A) either
ni = 0 for at least one index i between 1 and r, (B) zi,m = zj,t or zi,m = xj for some i = j , (C) r = 0, or (D) 1. In either
case (A) or (B), we can subtract 1 from the bound on |Z(R)| in the above paragraph. That is, |Z(R)|k2 − 2k + 2.
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If case (C) holds, then (R) consists only of vertex y. This impliesRZ4 or Z2[X]/(X2), and it can easily be checked
that R satisﬁes the stated bound. For case (D), y is adjacent to only one vertex, x1. If x1 is adjacent to another vertex,
then the eccentricity of x1 is 1 and the eccentricity of y is 2, a contradiction to our choice of y. Hence, case (D) occurs
only when (R) consists of precisely two vertices. This implies RZ9 or Z2 × Z2 or Z3[X]/(X2), and it can easily
be checked that R satisﬁes the stated bound.
Hence, in all cases, |Z(R)|(k2 − 2k + 2). Now, by [4, Theorem 1], |R|(k2 − 2k + 2)2. 
Note that equality holds in the above bound if RZ2 × Z2 or Z4 or Z2[X]/(X2). This makes this bound, in a sense,
the best possible. It is an open question as to if these are the only rings for which this bound holds, or if additional
bounds can be found for rings with more than 4 elements.
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Appendix. Mathematica routines and a note on the formulas
As in [8], one can alternatively count the number of zero-divisors in a direct product of ﬁnite rings RR1 × R2 ×
· · · × Rk with |Ri | = ni using the formulas
|Z(R)| = |R| − |U(R1)| · |U(R2)| · · · |U(Rk)|
= n1n2 · · · nk − (n1 − |Z(R1)|)(n2 − |Z(R2)|) · · · (nk − |Z(Rk)|),
where U(Ri) denotes the set of units of Ri . These alternatives could simplify some of the formulas presented in this
article. However, the formulas and the following Mathematica routines originally used by the author have been left
unaltered:
1. This routine counts the number of nonzero zero-divisors for the product of three ﬁelds, F1×F2×F3. The variables
are x = |F ∗1 |, y = |F ∗2 |, and z = |F ∗3 |.
zdg[n_Integer] := Module[{lf, x, y, z},




Do[If[n = =lf[x, y, z], Print[{x, y, z}]],
{x, 1, n}, {y, 1, n}, {z, 1, n} ] ].
2. This routine counts the number of nonzero zero-divisors for the product of one ring and one ﬁeld, R × F .
The variables are x = |F ∗|, y = |R∗|, and z = |Z(R)∗|.
zdg2[n_Integer] := Module[{lfb, x, y, z},




Do[If[n = =lfb[x, y, z], Print[{x, y, z}]],
{x, 1, n}, {y, 1, n}, {z, 1, n} ] ].
3. This routine counts the number of nonzero zero-divisors for the product of 4 ﬁelds, F1 × F2 × F3 × F4.
The variables are x = |F ∗1 |, y = |F ∗2 |, z = |F ∗3 |, and w = |F ∗4 |.
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zdg3[n_Integer] := Module[{lfc, x, y, z, w},
lfc[x_, y_, z_, w_] :=





Do[If[n = =lfc[x, y, z, w], Print[{x, y, z, w}]],
{x, 1, n}, {y, 1, n}, {z, 1, n}, {w, 1, n} ] ].
4. This counts the number of nonzero zero-divisors in the product of one ring and two ﬁelds, R × F1 × F2. The
variables are x = |F ∗1 |, y = |F ∗2 |, z = |R∗|, and w = |Z(R)∗|.
zdg4[n_Integer] := Module[{lfd, x, y, z, w},





Do[If[n = =lfd[x, y, z, w], Print[{x, y, z, w}]],
{x, 1, n}, {y, 1, n}, {z, 1, n}, {w, 1, n} ] ].
5. This routine counts the number of nonzero zero-divisors for the product of two rings, R1 × R2. The variables
are x = |R∗1 |, y = |Z(R1)∗|, z = |R∗2 |, and w = |Z(R2)∗|. To cut down on the number of unusable outputs, there is an
additional check that y <x and w<z, that is |Z(Ri)∗|< |R∗i |.
zdg5[n_Integer] := Module[{lfe, x, y, z, w},





Do[If[n = =lfe[x, y, z, w] && y <x && w<z, Print[{x, y, z, w}]],
{x, 1, n}, {y, 1, n}, {z, 1, n}, {w, 1, n} ] ].
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